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devices,[26,27] to small-scale nano-[28–30] and 
DNA origamis.[31] A common theme in 
these studies is to exploit the sophisticated 
shape transformations from folding. For 
example, an origami robot is typically fab-
ricated in a 2D flat configuration and then 
folded into the prescribed 3D shape to 
perform its tasks. The origamis have been 
treated essentially as linkage mechanisms 
in which rigid facets rotate around hinge-
like creases (aka “rigid-folding origami”). 
Elastic deformation of the constituent 
sheet materials or the dynamics of folding 
are often neglected. Such a limitation 
in scope indeed resonates the origin of 
this field, that is, folding was initially 
considered as a topic in geometry and 
kinematics.

However, the increasingly diverse appli-
cations of origami require us to under-
stand the force-deformation relationship 

and other mechanical properties of folded structures. Over 
the last decade, studies in this field started to expand beyond 
design and kinematics and into the domain of mechanics and 
dynamics. Catalyzed by this development, a family of architected 
origami materials quickly emerged (Figure 1). These materials 
are essentially assemblies of origami sheets or modules with 
carefully designed crease patterns. The kinematics of folding 
still plays an important role in creating certain properties of 
these origami materials. For example, rigid folding of the clas-
sical Miura-ori sheet induces an in-plane deformation pattern 
with auxetic properties (aka negative Poisson’s ratios).[32,33] 
However, elastic energy in the deformed facets and creases, 
combined with their intricate spatial distributions, impart the 
origami materials with a rich list of desirable and even unor-
thodox properties that were never examined in origami before. 
For example, the Ron-Resch fold creates a unique tri-fold struc-
ture where pairs of triangular facets are oriented vertically to 
the overall origami sheet and pressed against each other. Such 
an arrangement can effectively resist buckling and create very 
high compressive load bearing capacity.[34] Other achieved prop-
erties include shape-reconfiguration, tunable nonlinear stiff-
ness and dynamic characteristics, multistability, and impact 
absorption.

Since the architected origami materials obtain their unique 
properties from the 3D geometries of the constituent sheets 
or modules, they can be considered a subset of architected cel-
lular solids or mechanical metamaterials.[35–39] However, the 
origami materials have many unique characteristics. The rich 
geometries of origami offer us great freedom to tailor targeted 

Origami, the ancient Japanese art of paper folding, is not only an inspiring 
technique to create sophisticated shapes, but also a surprisingly powerful 
method to induce nonlinear mechanical properties. Over the last decade, 
advances in crease design, mechanics modeling, and scalable fabrication 
have fostered the rapid emergence of architected origami materials. These 
materials typically consist of folded origami sheets or modules with intricate 
3D geometries, and feature many unique and desirable material properties 
like auxetics, tunable nonlinear stiffness, multistability, and impact absorp-
tion. Rich designs in origami offer great freedom to design the performance of 
such origami materials, and folding offers a unique opportunity to efficiently 
fabricate these materials at vastly different sizes. Here, recent studies on the 
different aspects of origami materials—geometric design, mechanics analysis, 
achieved properties, and fabrication techniques—are highlighted and the chal-
lenges ahead discussed. The synergies between these different aspects will 
continue to mature and flourish this promising field.

Origami Materials

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/adma.201805282.

1. Introduction

Origami is a craftsman art of folding paper into decorative 
shapes. It first appeared in East Asia over four centuries ago[1] 
and has since become a popular subject among educators,[2–5] 
mathematicians,[6,7] architects,[8] physicists,[9] and engi-
neers.[10–12] Especially, the seemingly infinite possibilities of 
folding flat sheets into sophisticated 3D shapes have inspired 
a wide variety foldable structures of vastly different sizes: 
from large-scale deployable spacecraft[13,14] and kinetic build-
ings,[15–17] to mesoscale self-folding robots[18–25] and biomedical 
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material properties. This is because we can both “program” 
the properties by custom designing the underlying crease 
pattern (before folding), and “tune” them on-demand by 
folding to different configurations. Moreover, the principle of 
folding is scalable, which makes it possible to achieve desired 
material properties at vastly different sizes (see examples in  
Figure 1).

In addition to promoting the origami mechanics research, 
the efforts of developing architected origami materials are 
starting to foster a synergy between the different branches 
of origami research, including the mathematical theories of 
crease design, mechanics analysis of folded structure, and 
advanced fabrication through folding. These branches have 
been evolving relatively independently over the last several 
decades; however, origami materials is a unique topic that 
requires a tight integration of all these branches so it provides 
an opportunity to mature the vibrant field of origami research 
as a whole.

Therefore, the architected origami materials is a transforma-
tive topic that can lead to the next evolution in mechanical met-
amaterials and applied origami, and many relevant literatures 
have been published recently. There are several excellent review 
papers in origami, however, they focused on the design,[40,41] 
kinematics,[10,12] self-folding,[11] fabrication,[28,42] and specific 
applications like robotics.[43] There is a need to specifically 
report the recent progress in architected origami materials and 
the mechanics of folding. Therefore, in this paper we review 
the design strategies, mechanics analysis methods, unique 
mechanical properties, and the advanced fabrication techniques 
regarding origami materials. We also discuss the challenges 
and future research topics that are critical to flourishing and 
maturing this promising field.

It is worth noting that the definition of origami can been 
broadened. We mostly focus here on architected materials 
based on origami in the traditional sense, that is, the origami 
consists of creases with highly concentrated deformation and 
facets with relatively small or no deformation during folding. 
Meanwhile, several studies have proposed a broader defini-
tion: that is, origami can be regarded as any approach to create 
3D shapes by inducing out-of-plane deformations in sheet 
materials.[44–48] Such generalized origamis can be made of 
relatively soft materials, and they do not necessarily show any 
sharp distinctions between creases and facets. Discussions on 
such generalized origamis, however, are beyond the scope of 
this report.

2. Strategies for Constructing Materials 
Using Origami

Origami designs for art and architecture are exceptionally 
rich,[1] however, designing the folding pattern for building 
architected materials has a completely different set of priorities 
and constraints. Conventional origami art design usually con-
siders three different geometric characteristics: The first one is 
the developability, meaning that origami can be developed from 
folding a flat sheet. For a simple degree-4 vertex where four 
crease lines meet, being developable means that the four cor-
responding sector angles between adjacent creases can sum 

up to 360° (aka θA + θB + θC + θD = 360° in Figure 2a). The 
second characteristic is flat-foldability, meaning that origami 
can be fully folded into another flat configuration (assuming 
zero sheet thickness). For a degree-4 vertex, this requires 
θA − θB + θC − θD = 0 according to the Kawasaki’s theorem.[2,7] 
When both developability and flat-foldability are desired, one 
can impose θA = 180° − θC and θB = 180° − θD. The third char-
acteristic is rigid-foldability, meaning that origami can fold 
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without inducing any facet deformations. That is, origami can 
fold smoothly even if the facet material is assumed rigid and 
rotating around the hinge-like creases (folds). Rigid-folding 
can be described by kinematic equations based on spherical 
trigonometry.[52–54] For example, for a degree-4 vertex

ρ ρ ρ θ θ
ξ

= +
−

cos cos
sin sin sin

1 cos
AB BC

2
BC A B  (1)

where ρAB and ρBC are the dihedral crease folding angles between 
adjacent facets (Figure 2a), and the angle ξ is defined as
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Figure 1. The wide variety of architected origami materials at different length scales. a) The stacked Miura-ori material proposed by Schenk and Guest 
is one of the well-studied examples. b) A 3D printed, prismatic material consisting of foldable modules (one shown in the insert). c) A smaller scale 
material based on the chess board pattern, which involves both folding and cutting (aka Kirigami). a) Reproduced with permission.[32] Copyright 2013, 
National Academy of Sciences. b) Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2017, The MIT Press, Springer Nature Limited. b-inset) Reproduced with 
permission.[50] Copyright 2017, The MIT Press, Springer Nature Limited. c) Reproduced with permission.[51] Copyright 2009, American Institute of Physics.

Figure 2. Different design strategies for constructing the architected origami materials. a) A generic flat-foldable degree-4 vertex showing the definition of 
sector angles θi and dihedral crease folding angle ρij. b) Single origami sheet used as sandwich core materials. The three examples are (from the top): classic 
Miura-ori consisting of degree-4 vertices, a Ron-Resch pattern consisting of degree-6 vertices, and a chess board pattern involving some Kirigami cutting. 
b-top) Adapted with permission.[32] Copyright 2013, National Academy of Sciences. b-middle) Adapted with permission.[60] Copyright 2013, American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers. b-bottom) Adapted with permission.[61] Copyright 2007, Springer Nature Limited. c) Stacking generic flat-foldable origami 
sheets showing the nested-in and bulged-out configurations. Adapted with permission.[62] Copyright 2016, American Physical Society. d) Assembling 
foldable modules. The example above is a Chinese lantern inspired design, and below is a rational prismatic design. Lantern-inspired module: Adapted with 
permission.[63] Copyright 2017, National Academy of Sciences. Prismatic design: Adapted with permission.[50] Copyright 2017, Springer Nature Limited.
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ξ θ θ θ θ ρ= − −cos cos cos sin sin cosA B A B BC  (2)

While the aforementioned geometric characteristics are 
often desired in the origami design for art and architecture, 
they are not all necessary for constructing architected mate-
rials. For example, flat-foldability and rigid-foldability can 
be intentionally violated to create desirable material proper-
ties (to be detailed in Section 4). On the other hand, spatial 
periodicity (aka tessellation) are normally required or desired 
in the crease pattern to effectively provide homogenous mate-
rial properties. Moreover, additional geometric constraints are 
needed to assemble folded origami sheets and modules. Here, 
we discuss several commonly used strategies of designing and 
constructing materials using origami.

2.1. Leveraging a Single Origami Sheet

A single piece of folded origami sheet can be directly used as an 
architected material (Figure 2b). It is typically used as a sandwich 
core (aka “foldcore”) so its out-of-plane properties are of primary 
interest. The most well-studied example is the Miura-ori sheet, 
proposed by Koryo Miura back in the 1970s,[55] which consists of 
simple 4-vertices with θC = θD = θ and θA = θB = 180° − θ. Origamis 
consisting of higher order vertices like the Waterbomb[56] base 
and Ron-Resch[34] pattern were also examined. Their folding 
are more complicated than the Miura-ori, but can impart many 
unique properties. Besides folding, additional cutting (aka Kiri-
gami) can significantly enrich the design space and create geom-
etries that are very difficult to achieve just by folding, like the 
hexagon sandwich and chess board pattern.[57–59]

2.2. Stacking Multiple Origami Sheets

Due to their spatial periodicity, folded origami sheets can be 
naturally stacked and assembled together to form a space-
filling topology. In this way, one can design material proper-
ties along all three principle axes in space. Some of the earliest 
examples using this approach are the stacked Miura-ori[32] and 
Tachi–Miura polyhedron (TMP).[64] These stacked origamis are 
particularly interesting in that they remain developable, flat-
foldable, and rigid-foldable, so that many material properties 
from a single origami sheet are retained in the stacked system. 
While stacking identical origami sheets is relatively straight for-
ward, stacking sheets with different designs requires elaborate 
geometric constraints to ensure that they do not separate from 
each other during rigid-folding. For example, when stacking 
two different sheets consisting of generic flat-foldable 4-vertices 
(Figure 2c), crease lines that are shared by the two sheets should 
have the same length (aka ′′ ′′=12 1 2 , ′′ ′′=23 2 3 , etc.); the distance 
between these connecting creases should be equal throughout 
the range of rigid-folding ( ′′ ′′=36 3 6 , ′′ ′′=25 2 5 , etc.); and the angles 
between them should also be consistent (∠123 = ∠1′2′3′). By 
incorporating the rigid-folding kinematics, the following crease 
design constraints can be derived[62]

b b
a

a
and

cos
cos

cos
cos

I II
I

II
C
II

C
I

D
II

D
I

θ
θ

θ
θ

= = =  (3)

where the super indices I and II represent the two sheets. 
Stacked origami sheets can be folded into two different types 
of configurations. In one type, the smaller sheets are “nested-
in” the larger sheets; while in the other type, the smaller sheets 
are “bulged-out” (Figure 2c). The overall material property can 
be fundamentally different between these two configurations 
(to be detailed in later sections).

2.3. Assembling Foldable Modules

Another powerful approach for constructing architected ori-
gami material is by assembling foldable modules like tubular 
bellows,[65–67] prismatic polyhedron,[50,68] or Kirigami units[63] 
(Figure 2d). This approach is inspired by the art of “modular 
origami.” Here, a single module is constructed by a combina-
tion of folding, cutting and gluing thin sheets, so it is topo-
logically different from a folded origami sheet. The modules 
need to be carefully designed with periodic features for a 
successful assembly. A key advantage of such module-based 
materials is that they can exhibit more isotropic material prop-
erties than the stacked origami sheets because a module can be 
designed to be highly symmetric (e.g., the prismatic module in 
Figure 2d). Moreover, the modular origami materials can pos-
sess more than one degree-of-freedom (DOF) for rigid-folding 
with sophisticated shape transformations,[68] while the stacked 
origami sheets typically have only one DOF.

It is worth highlighting that the sheet stacking and 
module assembling approach do not fully constrain the 
constituent origami designs. That is, the number of ori-
gami design variables exceeds the number of geometric 
constraints from stacking or assembly, so that we still have 
much freedom to tailor the shapes and properties of ori-
gami materials.[63,65,69–71] This fundamental principle ensures 
their potentials for practical applications with vastly different 
requirements.

3. Analytical Tools for Origami Mechanics

Mechanics models of origami are the catalysts and analytical 
foundations for synthesizing architected origami materials, 
and they were used extensively to analyze the mechanical prop-
erties covered in this report. Here, we categorize the currently 
available models into three different categories based on their 
complexities: They are the rigid-facet, lattice framework, and 
the finite element approaches. The fundamental difference 
among these three approaches is their assumptions on facet 
deformation. When under external loads, the origami facets 
can exhibit very complex deformations including bending, 
twisting, and stretching; however, it is often necessary to make 
some assumptions in the analytical model to reveal the under-
lying physical principles without unnecessary complexities. 
The rigid facet approach assumes negligible facet deforma-
tion; the lattice approach allows a simple bending in the facets; 
while the finite element approach does not impose any explicit 
simplification. Each approach has its unique balance between 
analytical capability and computational cost and they are dis-
cussed in detail below.

Adv. Mater. 2019, 31, 1805282
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3.1. Rigid-Facet Approach

This approach leverages the rigid-foldable characteristics of 
certain crease designs and assumes that the facet is rigid and 
the crease behaves like a hinge. In this way, origami folding is 
achieved by facets revolving around the creases like a planar 
linkage mechanism (Figure 3a). Under this assumption, the 
admissible degree of freedom in origami deformation is limited 
to rigid folding. For example, for a rigid-foldable 4-vertex like 
the Miura-ori, the corresponding mechanics model has only 
one degree of freedom. Using this approach, one can easily ana-
lyze the kinematics of rigid folding and the corresponding defor-
mation pattern of the architected origami materials by using 
spherical trigonometry (e.g., Equation (1)). This is particularly 

powerful for predicting their auxetic properties (aka negative 
and flipping Poisson’s ratio).[32,62,72]

The rigid facet approach also offers the most simple route to 
incorporate the elastic potential energy of folding: One can assign 
torsional stiffness to the hinge-like creases so the total poten-
tial energy of the origami material is a summation of its spring 
energies at the creases: ki i i

i
∑ ρ ρΠ = −( ) / 2,o 2  where the subindex 

i represents the different creases in the origami, ki is the corre-
sponding torsional stiffness coefficient, and iρo

 is the initial rest 
angle. In addition to using the crease folding angles (ρi), one can 
also derive the total energy based on the vectors along creases 
and facets.[73] The effective reaction force of the architected ori-
gami material due to a prescribed deformation (dx) can then be 
calculated using the virtual work principle so that

F
x

k
x

i i i
o

ii

∑ ρ ρ
ρ( )= − Π = − −























−
d
d

d
d

1
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The elastic property of the architected origami material is 
strongly nonlinear due to the intricate relationships between 
folding (dρi) and external dimension change (dx). Moreover, 
the rest angle i

oρ( )  also plays an important role. Typically, an 
origami sheet is at rest before it is folded (aka at the flat con-
figuration with ρi = 180°); however, tailoring this rest angle can 
open up new opportunities for material property programming. 
Although seemingly simple, the rigid facet approach with 
assigned crease torsional stiffness directly correlates the folding 
kinematics to the mechanical properties; therefore, it can reveal 
many interesting material behaviors like the multistability.[73–75]

The rigid facet approach can be extended to nonrigid foldable 
origamis by carefully adding “virtual folds” to the facets, which 
essentially add additional degrees of freedom to the mechanics 
model to accommodate the non-negligible facet deformation 
during folding. For example, the bistable nature of a nonrigid 
foldable square twist pattern can be analyzed by placing a vir-
tual fold across the diagonal of its center square facet.[76] The 
additional configuration space obtained by adding virtual folds 
to a generic 4-vertex origami reveals a “diodic” behavior that 
can be exploited to create mechanical robustness.[77] However, 
due to its simplicity, the rigid facet approach can only provide 
qualitative analyses.

3.2. Lattice Framework Approach

This approach transforms the continuous origami sheets into 
an equivalent lattice system by using stretchable truss elements 
to represent the crease lines and pinned joints for vertices. 
Additional truss elements are added to the quadrilateral facets 
to describe their deformations. Torsional stiffness are assigned 
to the dihedral angles between two adjacent triangles defined 
by five truss elements, either along the creases or across the 
facets (Kc and Kf in Figure 3b, respectively). In this way, the lat-
tice system can not only characterize the crease folding but also 
consider simple facet bending and stretching, making it funda-
mentally more capable than the rigid facet approach.

Several methods of constructing the mechanics model 
based on lattice framework have been derived,[77,79–82] but their 
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Figure 3. The different approaches to analyze origami mechanics.  
a) Rigid-facet approach, where ki is the torsional stiffness coefficient 
of the hinge-like creases. b) Lattice framework approach. The assigned 
torsional stiffness for characterizing facet bending (Kf) and crease 
folding (Kc) are highlighted. c) Finite element approach, showing the 
hinged joints with assigned torsional stiffness for modeling the creases.  
c) Adapted with permission.[16] Copyright 2015, National Academy of Sci-
ences. Lower right: A hybrid model of a Miura-ori sheets consisting of 
shell element meshing and equivalent 3D elements with homogenized 
property. Adapted with permission.[78] Copyright 2013, Springer Nature.
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underlying principles are similar. Here we discuss the one used 
by Guest et al.[32] and Li et al.[83] as an example. Denoting x as 
the vector of current vertices positions and dx as the vector of 
infinitesimal vertices displacements, the correlation between dx 
and the longitudinal stretches of the truss element (e) can be 
described by a linear matrix equation Cdx = e, where the com-
patibility matrix C is a function of x and hence the folding con-
figurations.[79,84] One can derive another linear matrix equation 

ρρ=d dc cJJ xx , where Jc is a transformation matrix correlating the 
vertices displacements to the infinitesimal changes in crease 
folding angles.[79] Similarly, one can construct ρρ=d df fJJ xx  for 
the angles of facet bending (dρf). The total stiffness matrix K 
of the origami lattice is the summation of three components 
including the truss stretch stiffness =KK CC GG CC( )t

T
t , crease tor-

sional stiffness =KK JJ GG JJ( )c c
T

c c , and facet bending stiffness 
=KK JJ GG JJ( )f f

T
f f , where Gt, Gc, and Gf are diagonal matrices con-

taining the equivalent stiffness coefficients of the trusses, 
creases, and facets, respectively.[16] The magnitudes of these 
stiffness coefficients need to be estimated carefully based on 
the facet geometries and constituent material properties.[85] It is 
worth emphasizing that the lattice formulation discussed above 
is only suitable for analyzing small deformations. The truss 
elements can be replaced with frame elements that feature not 
only stretching but also bending degrees of freedom.[86] Non-
linear lattice formation were also developed to analyze large 
amplitude deformations.[87,88]

Compared to the rigid facet approach, the additional degrees 
of freedom in the lattice approach enable us to analyze origami 
deformation beyond rigid-folding. For example, the null space 
of compatibility matrix C (aka the configuration space of lattice) 
contains vertex deformations that do not induce any truss ele-
ment stretching so it can reveal the “soft modes” of origami, 
which is the deformation patterns with the least resistance 
to external force. For example, the null space of C of a single 
Miura-ori sheet, assuming periodic boundary conditions, 
has a rank of three corresponding to rigid-folding, bending, 
and twisting motion, respectively.[79] However, when multiple 
Miura-ori are stacked, the rank of its null(C) dropped to 1 cor-
responding to rigid folding only.[83] This means that the stacked 
Miura-ori sheets are fundamentally stiffer than a single sheet 
against bending and twisting.

In addition to configuration space study, eigenvalue analysis 
based on the lattice stiffness matrix provides deeper insights into 
the origami mechanics. For example, it is used to analyze how  
an increase in facet bending stiffness relative to the crease tor-
sional stiffness can influence the “softest” modes of a single 
Miura-ori sheet. Results show that it is easier to bend and 
twist a Miura-ori sheet than to fold it, unless the facet bending 
stiffness is significantly higher than the creases torsional stiff-
ness.[79] Eigenvalue analysis can also reveal how the stiffness of 
different deformation modes changes with respect to folding 
configurations. Inhomogeneous deformation such as the edge 
deformation due to an indenter or the internal frustration  
due to a pop-through defect (PTD) can be analyzed by the lat-
tice frame model as well.[80]

The lattice approach is also powerful for predicting the 
deformation of nonrigid-foldable origami. For example, the 
bistability of the Kresling pattern can be analyzed by the truss 
frame approach, where the complex crease warping occurring 

between the two stable states can be characterized by the exten-
sion and shrinking of certain truss elements.[89]

Despite these capabilities, obtaining a quantitative accuracy 
between analytical prediction and experimental results is still a 
challenge for the lattice frame approach. This is due to the limita-
tion of assuming simple bending in facets and representing the 
constitutive properties of a continuous sheet by discrete lattices. 
To obtain an accurate analytical prediction or to analyze more 
complex facet deformations, finite element approach is preferred.

3.3. Finite Element Approach and Homogenization

Since the thickness of folded sheets are small compared to the 
overall size of origami material, facets are typically meshed 
by different types of shell elements in the finite element 
method.[72,90–95] Modeling the creases on the other hand is not  
a trivial task because the material stiffness and strength along  
the crease can be lower than the facets due to fabrication. That is, the  
raw sheet materials are intentionally thinned to create the crease 
pattern, and folding can further weaken the crease material. Two 
different methods of modeling creases have been implemented 
so far. One is to use additional hinge connection elements to 
join the overlapping shell element nodes that are on the creases, 
and assign linear torsional stiffness to these hinges just like in 
the aforementioned rigid-facet and lattice frame approaches  
(Figure 3c).[16,72,96] The other method is to use a refined mesh 
near the creases and assign reduced stiffness and strength prop-
erties to them.[95] The finite element model can be used to per-
form eigen analysis to accurately analyze the deformation modes 
of origami materials and validate the results from the lattice 
approach.[16] Moreover, localized and irreversible deformations 
in the facets, such as the buckling and crushing due to impacts, 
can be examined with detail (Section 4.5). It is worth noting that 
the finite element approach is also used to analyze the more 
generalized origami discussed in Section 1.[44,48]

Although accurate and capable, finite element simulation can 
lead to a very high computational cost. A promising solution to 
address this issue is to create a hybrid model. In this model, 
detailed shell element mesh is applied only to parts of the ori-
gami material where localized deformations like buckling and 
crushing are expected; while other parts of the material are 
replaced by customized 3D elements with homogenized prop-
erties (Figure 3c, lower right).[97] Deriving homogenized models 
for the origami material is still an open research problem and 
only a few attempts has been published so far based on Miura-
ori. For example, by imposing a uniform stress and strain to 
the unit cell of a Miura-ori and calculating the corresponding 
elastic energy, the lower and upper bound of its effective shear 
stiffness were derived, respectively.[98] This homogenization 
was improved further by incorporating a bending-gradient plate 
theory.[99] Another method of obtaining homogenized property 
was to directly use the result of finite element simulation.

4. Folding Induced Mechanical Properties

The intricate geometries created by folding, together with the 
new origami mechanics models, open up many opportunities 
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for constructing architected materials with desirable and even 
unorthodox properties. This section surveys the different material 
properties that have been achieved so far. Especially, we emphasize 
how the material properties can be programmed via designing the 
origami crease pattern and tuned on-demand via folding.

4.1. Shape Reconfiguration and Auxetic Properties

The deformation pattern of the architected origami materials is 
dictated by the kinematics of folding, which offers the route to 
achieve prescribed shape reconfigurations[68] and auxetic prop-
erties (aka negative Poisson’s ratio). The latter is indeed one of 
the first properties that were investigated in origami materials. 
For example, the classical Miura-ori sheet exhibits a negative 
Poisson’s ratio in plane. That is, when it is stretched along x or 
y-coordinate as shown in Figure 4a, it will expand in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the external load direction. Such an auxetic 
behavior originates solely from the spatial re-orientations of 
facets and creases according to the rigid-folding kinematics, so 
that the Poisson’s ratio can be calculated accurately based on the 
rigid-facet approach (without assigning crease torsional stiffness)

xy
y

x

ν ε
ε

θ ϕ= − = − tan cos2 2  (5)

where θ is the sector angle shown in Figure 2b and φ is the 
dihedral angle between the x–y reference plane and facets.[32,33] 

Here θ and φ can take any values between 0 and 90° so that the 
absolute magnitude of negative Poisson’s ratio can be very large 
if the sector angle of Miura-ori is big (θ → 90°) and it is folded 
close to a flat configuration (φ → 0°) Figure 4a. The same Miura-
ori sheet, on the other hand, exhibits a saddle shape when it 
is bent out-of-plane, indicating a positive out-of-plane Poisson’s 
ratio. Such a peculiar combination of negative and positive Pois-
son’s ratios is not available from any monolithic materials.

When Miura-ori sheets with different but compatible designs 
are stacked together, the Poisson’s ratio along x and y-axes (νxy) 
has the same negative magnitude as the constituent single 
sheets. However, the Poisson’s ratios along z-axis (νxz and νyz) 
can flip their sign depending on the folding configuration: They 
are positive when the smaller Miura-ori is bulged-out of the 
bigger sheets (Figure 2c), and negative when the smaller Miura-
ori is nested-in so that the stacked Miura-ori becomes axuetic 
along all three axes (tridirectional auxetic). The auxetic proper-
ties of origami materials can be further enriched by tailoring the 
underlying crease patterns. For example, a rigid-foldable sheet 
consisting of more generic flat-foldable 4-vertices can exhibit a 
flip of its out-of-plane Poisson’s ratio between positive and nega-
tive even without stacking.[62] Using a parameterized curve-like 
fold pattern[72] or a zig-zag folding with cut openings[100] can 
give a richer design space to program the auxetic properties. 
Besides single origami sheet and stacked sheets, foldable mod-
ules used in many origami materials also exhibit negative Pois-
son’s ratio (an example shown in Figure 4b).[50,63,67,101] Indeed, 
auxetics is near ubiquitous among the rigid-foldable origamis.

Adv. Mater. 2019, 31, 1805282

Figure 4. Auxetic properties of the architeced origami materials. a) Top: the in-plane and out-of-plane deforamtion of a Miura-ori sheets show a 
pecurliar combination of negatve and positive Poisson’s ratio. Bottom: The value of the in-plane negative Poisson’s ratio is directly related to the 
Miura-ori design and folding. Top images: adapted with permission.[79] Copyright 2011, National Academy of Sciences. Bottom graph: adapted with 
permission.[32] Copyright 2013, National Academy of Sciences. b) Top: Possion’s ratio of reentrant origami materials based on different variations 
of Tachi-Miura Polyhedron (TMP). Below: with certain designs and folding configurations, this material shows auxetic behavior along all three axes 
(hightlighted). Adapted with permission.[66] Copyright 2010, American Physical Society.
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4.2. Nonlinear and Tunable Stiffness

Folding is an intricate yet predictable mechanism to spatially 
arrange facets and creases so it can open up exciting possibili-
ties to achieve nonlinear and tunable stiffness. Due to the inter-
leaved nature of facets, the architected origami materials are 
essentially close-walled cellular solids, and they can be divided 
into two categories according to their folding kinematics. The 
first category is based on rigid-foldable origamis that have at 
least one degree of freedom to fold without inducing any facet 
deformations. Therefore, the stiffness of these materials can 
be tuned by folding on-demand, and they can accommodate 
additional mechanisms for stiffness control such as fluidics. 
The second category of origami material is based on nonrigid 
foldable origamis that rely on facet or crease deformations to 
fold, so that typically they exhibit higher stiffness to density 
ratio. In this subsection, we review the stiffness characteristics 
of these two categories of materials. Then we further discuss 
a self-locking origami material that essentially integrates the 
advantages of these two categories.

Origami Materials Based on Rigid-Foldable Designs: These 
architected materials are constructed using rigid-foldable 
origami patterns such as Miura-ori[32,79] and TMP.[64] Their 
stiffness properties are dictated by the spatial arrangements 
of facets and creases, and rigid folding offers the freedom to 
effectively change their orientations. Therefore, one can tune 
the stiffness of such origami materials significantly by on-
demand folding. Indeed, this stiffness tuning capability is one 
of the fundamental advantages of architected origami mate-
rials compared to other mechanical metamaterials. Several 
eigenvalue studies have been conducted to uncover this cor-
relation between folding and stiffness properties. In one study, 
single Miura-ori tube and “zipper-coupled” tube assembly 
were examined by using the equivalent truss-frame approach. 
This study showed that the eigenvalues of different modes 
of deformation is quite sensitive to folding, and there is an 
eigenvalue “bandgap” between the softest mode of folding and 
other modes of more complex deformations (Figure 5a).[16] 
This bandgap narrows significantly near the fully folded and 
unfolded configurations, but the zipper coupling can sig-
nificantly widen it. Another eigenvalue study investigated the 
homogeneous deformation patterns and anisotropic stiffness 
of a stacked Miura-ori material.[83] This study showed that 
the stacked Miura-ori exhibits a strong stiffness anisotropy, 
which is also coupled to rigid-folding. Other than eigenvalue 
analyses, experimental and finite elements approaches were 
used to investigate the stiffness versus folding relationships 
of a TMP bellow assembly[64] and 3D printed origami inspired 
building blocks.[101]

Rigid-foldable origami materials can also accommodate the 
use of fluidic pressure to actively tailor their stiffness proper-
ties. Many architected origami materials, such as the stacked 
Miura-ori, have naturally embedded tubular channels that can 
be pressurized by fluidic principles (aka fluidic origami). The 
nonlinear relationships between the internal enclosed volume 
and external deformation can be exploited to achieve pressure 
induced stiffness control,[83] rapid shape reconfiguration,[102] 
recoverable and programmable collapse[103] (Figure 5b), and 
quasi-zero stiffness properties.[104]

Origami Materials Based on Nonrigid Foldable Designs: These 
materials can be constructed either by directly using nonrigid 
foldable crease patterns, or by combining rigid-foldable but 
kinematically incompatible patterns. Since rigid-folding is no 
longer admissible, the facets would carry most of the external 
loads. The nonrigid foldable origami materials therefore lose 
the aforementioned capability of stiffness tuning by folding, 
but they exhibit relatively higher stiffness to density ratios. It 
was shown that by carefully designing the geometry and using 
well distributed networks of facets to transfer load efficiently, it 
is even possible to reach the Hashin–Shtrikman upper bounds 
on isotropic elastic stiffness.[106]

The most well-studied example of nonrigid foldable origami 
materials is the foldcore consisting of a Miura-ori sheet bonded 
to two flat face skins.[78,90,107] This material was initially pro-
posed as an alternative to the honeycomb and technical foam 
for aircraft applications, because it features open ventilation 
channels that can avoid the moisture accumulation issue. Via 
experiment testing and finite element simulations, foldcore 
materials are shown to exhibit a desirable combination of high 
bending and shear stiffness,[90,95] impact absorption (to be 
detailed later), and low effective density. The foldcore further 
evolved to feature curved folding pattern and multiple layer 
stacking, which yield a bending stiffness comparable to the 
honeycomb core.[91]

Another example of nonrigid foldable origami materials is 
the interleaved materials consisting of rhombic dodecahedron 
unit cells.[108] This material is constructed by assembling rigid-
foldable origami tubes and their affine transformations in an 
interleaved pattern, so that these two types of tubes are spatially 
orthogonal to each other. Such arrangement creates a statically 
over-constrained system so that the material is quite stiff in one 
direction with a desirable stiffness-density scaling relationship.

Self-Locking Origami Materials with Discrete Stiffness Jump: 
When self-locking occurs, the origami will be “stuck” at a par-
ticular configuration and cannot be folded further. There are 
various mechanisms that can induce locking such as non- 
negligible facet thickness,[15] locking elements,[109,110] and active 
materials.[111,112] Self-locking is an interesting mechanism for 
the origami materials because it combines the characteristics 
of rigid-folding and nonrigid folding. That is, locking acts like a 
phase transition from a state where the origami is rigid-foldable 
to a state where it is no longer rigid-foldable.

Self-locking in the origami materials can be achieved by 
using nonflat foldable vertices, whose facets can come into con-
tact before being folded into a fully flat configuration (aka facet 
binding).[77] The early study by Schenk and Guest showed that 
using a nonuniform Miura-ori crease pattern can ensure that a 
stacked origami material is locked in a predetermined configu-
ration.[32] Fang et al. extended the study by using generic 4-ver-
tices, and identified several different self-locking mechanisms 
that involves facet-binding either within constituent origami 
sheets or between adjacent sheets.[62,113] They further examined 
the locking-induced discrete stiffness jumps using both numer-
ical simulations and experiments.[105] Before locking occurs, 
origami deforms by following the kinematics of rigid-folding so 
the effective material stiffness comes primarily from the crease 
torsional stiffness. After self-locking (or facet binding), origami 
cannot be rigid-folded anymore and facet will instead directly 
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carry the external load, leading to a much higher stiffness. 
Based on this principle, one can derive a method to program 
a piecewise linear stiffness profile using single-collinear 
4-vertices (Figure 5c). A graded stiffness was also achieved by 
the self-locking principle.[114]

4.3. Multistability

An origami is considered to be multistable when it possesses 
more than one stable equilibria (or stable states), and can 
remain in any one of these states without external aids. Such 
unique property, which can be characterized by the multiple 
potential energy minima with respect to folding (Figure 6a), 

is a result of the nonlinear correlations between folding and 
crease/facet material deformations. Multistable origami can 
exhibit many unique behaviors. For example, they can generate 
a rapid “snap-through” response and negative effective stiff-
ness when passing through the critical, unstable equilibrium 
during folding. They can also re-configure themselves into dif-
ferent designated shapes. These behaviors, coupled with the 
aforementioned tunable stiffness and auxetic properties, can 
become the catalyst for synthesizing new material properties. 
Similar to the previous subsection, the underlying mechanisms 
to achieve multistability can also be divided into two categories: 
rigid-foldable and nonrigid foldable. In the following subsec-
tions, we survey the different multistable origamis in conjunc-
tion with their potential applications as architected materials.

Adv. Mater. 2019, 31, 1805282

Figure 5. Tunable stiffness properties of architected origami materials. a) Eigenvalue analysis of the rigid-foldable Miura-ori tube and “zipper-tube” 
assembly demonstrates how the eigenvalues of different modes of deforamation evolve with respect to folding. Adapted with permission.[16] 
Copyright 2015, National Academy of Sciences. Here λi are the eigenvalues corresponding to differet deformation modes. Mode 7 is the folding 
deformaiton, and Modes 8–10 are more complicated deformation. b) Fluidic principle applied to stacked Miura-ori can induce desirable nonlinear 
stiffness properties like the recoverable collapse via rigid-folding. The reaction force at collapsing can be tuned by controlling internal pressure. 
Adapted with permission.[103] Copyright 2016, American Physical Society. c) Programmed and progressive self-locking in stacked single-collinear 
origami can introduce discrete stiffness jumps and create piecewise linear stiffness profile. Adapted with permission.[105] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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Origami Materials Based on Rigid-Foldable Designs: By defini-
tion, this kind of origami can fold smoothly only by concen-
trated crease folding without inducing any facet deformations, 
so their total potential energy is a summation of the constit-
uent crease energies (as we detailed in Section 3.1). Since the 
accessible configuration space of rigid-foldable origami is well 
defined, the landscape of elastic potential energy can be cal-
culated directly according to the prescribed origami pattern, 
creases torsional stiffness, and their rest angles. Multiple energy 

minima (aka multistability) can be obtained by exploiting the 
nonunique mapping between folding and crease opening angle, 
that is, crease deformation can be the same at different folding 
configurations. For example, the generic degree-4 vertices can 
be highly multistable with careful designs.[74] A numerical anal-
ysis based on a uniform sampling of its design space revealed 
that a generic degree-4 vertex can possess 2 to 5 stable states; 
while a doubly symmetric vertex possesses up to 6 stable 
states. These results suggest the possibility of constructing 
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Figure 6. Multistability of architeced origami materials. a) Rigid-foldable, generic degree-4 vertices can be strongly multistable via tailroing its 
sector angles, crease torsional stiffness, and the rest angles. Reproduced with permission.[74] Copyright 2015, American Physical Society. b) Stacked 
Miura-ori sheets with different crease stiffness can be multistable via rigid-folding, leading to programmable modulus. Adapted with permission.[115] 
Copyright 2018, SAGE Publications. c) The modulus of a Miura-ori sheet can also be reprogrammed via introducing pop-through defects (PTD), which 
are nonrigid folding, bistable deformations. Adapted with permission.[116] Copyright 2014, American Association for the Advancement of Sciences.  
d) A bistable kresling module used in the Flexigami materia. Adapted with permission.[117] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. Its force-displacement curves 
clearly show the two stable states.
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shape-reconfigurable and multistable “meta-sheets” with pow-
erful morphing capabilities (Figure 6a). Higher order vertices, 
such as the water bomb base[118] and leaf-out pattern[119] can 
also be multistable. For example, the leaf-out origami pattern, 
which includes a degree-8 vertex at its center, features different 
one-degree-of-freedom deployment “schemes” and the sym-
metric scheme turned out to be bistable.

Rigid-foldable origami materials consisting of stacked sheets 
and assembled modules can also be multistable. For example, 
the reentrant TMP shown in Figure 4b can be bistable with 
specific combinations of facet design and rest angle assign-
ments.[66] This bistability, combined with aforementioned aux-
etic properties, has great potentials for impact absorption and 
large stroke actuation. The stacked Miura-ori can display multi-
stability if the crease torsional stiffness of adjacent Miura-ori 
sheets are significantly different. One stable state occurs at the 
nested-in configuration and the other at bulged-out configura-
tion. If fluidic pressure is supplied to the tubular channels, the 
stacked Miura-ori can be switched among being mono-stable, 
bistable, and multistable,[102] offering the capability of rapid 
and autonomous shape reconfiguration. Furthermore, the fun-
damentally 3D nature of folding can impart some unorthodox 
multistability properties that can be harnessed for elastic mod-
ulus programming[115] (Figure 6b) and even mechanical diode 
effect.[75] Other than the TMP and stacked Miura-ori, many 
other origami assembly, such as the lantern inspired Kirigami 
modules in Figure 1d,[63] have also been demonstrated to 
exhibit multistability based on similar physical principles.

Origami Materials Based on Nonrigid Foldable Designs: This 
kind of origami folds by a combination of facet deformation 
and crease bending, and the compliance of facet allows the ori-
gami to access the otherwise unavailable folding configurations. 
In this case, multistability can arise if the origami possesses 
multiple configurations where its facets are un-deformed, but 
the transition between these configurations requires significant 
facet buckling or bending. For example, one can create revers-
ible and bistable pop-through defects (PTDs) in the classic 
Miura-ori sheet (Figure 6c).[116] This phenomenon emerges 
due to the presence of “accessible” bending modes as the facet 
bending stiffness becomes comparable to the crease folding 
stiffness. The PTDs can be used to program the compressive 
modulus of Miura-ori by strategically placing/removing defect 
pairs, leading to a new class of re-programmable metamaterial. 
In another example, kirigami cutting principles were applied to 
create a bioinspired, bistable origami cell with potential applica-
tions in shape morphing and camouflage.[120] An array of these 
cells was created by combining stiff ABS facets and flexible sili-
cone facets which are pneumatically actuated. A sub- millimeter 
scale, polymer-gel based square twist pattern was also demon-
strated to be bistable.[76] This nonrigid foldable pattern is always 
mono-stable if the ratio of facet bending over crease torsional 
stiffness is smaller than 1 (aka Kf/Kc < 1) and it is always 
bistable if this ratio exceeds 1000 (Kf/Kc > 103). Thus, the bista-
bility in such origami patterns can be controlled by changing 
the facet to crease stiffness ratio. Kresling is another well-
studied bistable and nonrigid foldable crease pattern, which 
has been studied for its potential applications in deployable 
structures[89] and robotic locomotion.[24] Recently, a Kresling 
derived pattern called Flexigami (Figure 6d), where slit cuts are 

introduced to impart additional compliance, has been shown to 
exhibit superior specific modulus than the current low-density 
materials.[117] Thus, a stacked Flexigami has the potential to be 
used as multifunctional deployable cellular material.

4.4. Dynamics

The aforementioned studies mainly focused on static or quasi-
static characteristics of the architected origami materials. How-
ever, their intricate nonlinear elastic properties could lead to 
interesting dynamic characteristics and applications. Neverthe-
less, studying the dynamics of folding is still a nascent field and 
there are only a few researches conducted in this area. One study 
by Yasuda et al. examined the nonlinear elastic wave propagation 
in a multiple degree-of-freedom origami material consisting of 
TMP modules.[121] They examined the formation of rarefaction 
waves due to the geometry-induced elastic nonlinearity of TMP 
modules, and explored the feasibility of using such nonlinear 
wave propagation for tunable vibration and impact mitigating. 
Another study investigated the base excitation response of the 
bistable stacked Miura-ori cell through both numerical simula-
tion and experiments.[122] The results revealed that the intra 
and inter-well dynamics of the bistable stacked Miura-ori are 
strongly influenced by the asymmetry in its force-deformation 
relationship. A cylindrical truss structure inspired by the Kres-
ling folding pattern were investigated for vibration isolation both 
numerically and experimentally.[123,124] This vibration isolation 
function stemmed from a quasi-zero stiffness (QZS) property 
obtained by integrating a linear spring with the bistable Kresling 
pattern. In an experimental demonstration, the Kresling vibra-
tion isolator managed to isolate 21% of the wave energy in the 
Tohoku–Pacific Ocean earthquake and 6% of the Kobe earth-
quake. The aforementioned fluidic origami can also generate 
quasi-zero stiffness properties for vibration isolation.[104] Unlike 
the Kresling-based cylindrical truss structure, the QZS proper-
ties of the fluidic origami did not arise from mechanical springs 
but rather originated from the interaction between internal pres-
sure and folding. This provided a unique mechanism for devel-
oping an adaptive QZS vibration isolator. In another study, the 
nonlinear dynamics of an adaptive origami stent system was 
numerically simulated to understand its deployment.[125]

Besides the dynamics of reciprocal folding, the geometric 
periodicity in origami materials also makes them versatile 
acoustic metamaterials. In this case, folding offers a pathway 
to tailor the underlying periodicity to achieve tunable acoustic 
behaviors. For example, rigid-folding of Miura-ori sheet can 
arrange the attached inclusions into square, hexagonal, rec-
tangular, and asymmetrical patterns, thus significantly tailor 
and frequency spectrum of the corresponding acoustic band-
gaps.[126,127] Such and similar features have been utilized for 
noise mitigation,[126–128] wave guiding[129,130] and focusing.[131]

4.5. Impact Absorption

Numerical and experimental studies on the impact absorp-
tion performance of origami foldcore materials are extensive 
due to their potential applications in the aerospace structures. 
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An excellent paper by Heimbs reviewed the early studies in 
this topic,[78] so this section focuses on briefly discussing the 
essential physical principles and recent progresses. Due to the 
nonrigid foldable nature, the origami foldcore deforms in dif-
ferent ways based on the loading condition. Under quasi-static 
loading or low-velocity impact (that is, the impact velocity is 
lower than the elastic wave propagation speed), the foldcore 
consisting of conventional Miura-ori sheets typically fails via 
facet buckling or fracturing (Figure 7a).[78] Buckling occurs 
if the Miura-ori is made of ductile materials like the aramid 
fabrics, and fracture is more likely if the material is brittle 
like carbon reinforced composite. Nonetheless, both failure 
modes are capable of absorbing impact energy. Especially, if 
the impact is local, the zig-zag shaped origami creases can act 
like a stopper to localize damage.[78] To further improve the 
impact absorption performance, indented folds can be added to 
the Miura-ori sheets to induce a different failure mode called 
travelling hinge line (THL).[92,132] In this mode, the additional 
creases from indented folds can travel along the facet, creating 
a more uniform reaction stress (Figure 7b). Under high velocity 
impact from a solid projectile, the face skins absorb most of 
the impact energy through highly localized fracturing and 

de-bonding between the skin and origami core. However, under 
blast impact (aka a nonuniform external pressure field), both 
face skin stretching and origami facet buckling play important 
roles.[133,134] Curved creases[91,94] and the Kirigami cutting[135,136] 
(Figure 7c) were explored to obtain superior impact absorption 
than Miura-ori and its derivatives, and their geometric designs 
can be tailored for performance optimization. It is found that 
the optimized origamis typically feature facets orientated near 
perpendicular to the face skins.[78] However, even based on the 
optimized origami core designs, experimental test results from 
the foldcore samples are consistently lower than the numerical 
predictions,[107,137,138] and the imperfection plays a crucial role 
in this discrepancy. Imperfection can originate from inaccurate 
origami geometry, nonuniform material property, as well as 
imperfect bonding between face skin and origami core. There-
fore, various methods have been recently examined to incorpo-
rate these imperfection for better numerical accuracy.[95,139–141]

It is worth highlighting that besides the aformentioned 
mechanical properties, the architected origami materials have 
also shown protentials in reconfigurable electromagnetic[142,143] 
and thermo applications,[144] however, discussion on these 
topics are beyond the scope of this paper.

4.6. Potential Applications of the Folding Induced Properties

The long list of mechanical properties available from origami 
materials leads to many potential applications. For example, the 
auxetic properties are known to increase the shear and inden-
tation resistance,[145] and provide strain amplification.[146] The 
shape re-configuration capabilities by folding have great poten-
tials in shape morphing for high performance aircrafts and 
vehicles.[147,148] Studies on the nonlinear stiffness properties of 
origami can lay down the foundation for building relatively light, 
stiff, yet reconfigurable materials for adaptive civil infrastruc-
tures.[16] Many nonlinear stiffness properties of origami, like the 
discrete stiffness jumps and quasi-zero stiffness, can be used for 
low-frequency vibration isolation and absorption.[149] The multi-
stability from folding is probably the most promising properties 
to impart multifunctionality in structures and material sys-
tems. In addition to the property programming and mechanical 
diode effect discussed in Section 4.3, multistability can also be 
exploited to achieve broadband vibration control,[150] energy har-
vesting,[151] and even robotic locomotion.[152,153] Studies on the 
impact absorption of foldcore materials have paved the way for 
commercial applications in aerospace and automotive industries.

5. A Highlight on Fabrication Techniques

Fabrication of the architected origami materials is essentially a 
process of creasing and manipulating thin sheets into desired 
3D shapes, so that the aforementioned material properties can 
be realized for practical implementations. Fabrication of ori-
gami materials benefits greatly from the aforementioned devel-
opability characteristics, meaning that the complex shapes of 
origami can all be developed from folding a flat piece of sheet 
material. This is a procedure that can be automated so that 
origami materials can be made efficiently and rapidly. Here, 
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Figure 7. Impact absorption studies of different origami materials.  
a) Experimental results showing the facet failures in a Miura-ori based fold-
core under low velocity impact. Adapted with permission.[78] Copyright 2013, 
Springer Nature. b) Traveling hinge line (THL) propagation in a indended 
Miura-ori core under quasi-static compressive load. Reproduced with per-
mission.[132] Copyright 2014, Elsevier. c) Finite element simulation and 
experiment showing the facet crushing in the chess-board pattern shown 
in Figure 2b. Reproduced with permission.[135] Copyright 2015, Elsevier.
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a successful fabrication technique should be able to create 
a periodic pattern of both mountain and valley creases at dif-
ferent size scales (typically, the length of a crease line is smaller 
than 1 cm). It should also be able to effectively assemble a large 
number of folded origami sheets or modules together when 
necessary. It is worth noting that there is a large number of 
literatures on advanced fabrication via folding, and interested 
readers can refer to the reviews by Shenoy and Gracias,[30] Xin 
Ning et al.,[42] and Yihui et al.[154] for more information. The fol-
lowing subsections briefly highlight two fabrication strategies 
that have been shown capable of producing the desired periodic 
tessellation of both mountain and valley creases.

5.1. By External Mechanical Force

Using external force to crease and fold origami sheets is effec-
tive and applicable for a wide variety of material selections such 

as paper, plastic, and metal sheets, etc. Folding by hand obvi-
ously is the most intuitive example, and it is still arguably the 
most powerful way to fold paper into extremely complicated 
shapes.[57,61,155,156] Indeed, hand folded paper Miura-ori can be 
carbonized directly into a structural material for load bearing 
and electro-chemical applications (Figure 8a).[157] Customized 
press machines were also used to successfully fabricate fold-
core material in large quantities.[78] Before folding, the raw 
sheet materials are usually creased according to the desired pat-
tern by plotter cutter, laser cutter, or chemical etching.

Folding by hand or press machine, however, can only 
create relatively large origami sheets where the crease lines 
are at least centimeter long. Buckling induced folding is a very 
promising method to address this shortcoming. The physical 
principle underlying this buckling based method is simple 
and scalable: Thin sheets subjected to in-plane compressive 
stress can buckle out-of-plane and generate 3D geometric fea-
tures.[44,158,159] If the thin sheet has embedded origami creasing, 
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Figure 8. Examples of fabrication techniques that can produce bidirectional, periodic, and small scale folds, which are essential for constructing architected 
origami materials. a) Carbon origami based on hand folded Miura-ori paper. Reproduced with permission.[157] Copyright 2018, Elsevier. b) Mechanically 
guided, compressive buckling induced folding. Reproduced with permission.[48] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH. c) Stretching induced buckling. Reproduced 
with permission.[161] Copyright 2017. d) Self-folding induced by embedded shape memory alloy (SMA). Reproduced with permission.[162] Copyright 2015, 
National Academy of Sciences. e,f) Cross-linking layers of passive and active polymers. e) Reproduced with permission.[163] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. 
f) Reproduced with permission.[164] Copyright 2011, Springer Nature. g) 4D printing. Reproduced with permission.[165] Copyright 2016, Springer Nature.
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the buckling induced deformation can concentrate along 
these crease lines and effectively create coordinated folding. 
A mechanically guided folding technique was recently devel-
oped by exploiting this principle (Figure 8b).[47,48,160] First, 
thin films (or 2D precursors) with nonuniform thickness and 
slit cuts are fabricated by 2D fabrication methods (e.g., photo-
lithography and etching). The finished precursors were then 
attached to a pre-stretched silicone elastomer substrate at des-
ignated “bonding sites.” Chemical treatments were applied at 
these bonding sites to ensure a strong adhesion between pre-
cursor and silicone substrate, and sacrificial layers were added 
underneath nonbonding regions (aka facets and creases) to 
eliminate the undesired adhesion from van der Waals forces. 
Finally, the pre-stretch in the silicone substrate was released 
to create the compressive stress needed to buckle and fold the 
origami sheet. This method can produce complex and periodic 
origami/kirigami features at vastly different length scales (from 
micrometer to meter), therefore, it is a promising method for 
fabricating the architected origami materials. Besides compres-
sive stress, extension stress applied to a 2D Kirigami sheet with 
purposefully distributed slits cuts can also generate buckling 
deformation and eventually folding (Figure 8c).[161]

5.2. By Internal Stress Mismatch (Self-Folding)

The idea of self-folding is to make the crease lines “active,” so that 
they can fold by themselves with external stimuli other than the 
mechanical force (e.g., heat, humidity, light, etc.). Such autono-
mous folding requires internal bending moments along the 
crease lines, and they can be generated by inducing a nonuniform 
stress distribution through the thickness. That is, if the internal 
stress at the bottom half of the crease line region is higher than 
the upper half, a valley fold will be created; on the other hand, 
a mountain fold is created when the internal stress is higher at 
the upper half. The neutral plane of such folding deformation 
is directly related to the sheet material thickness, stiffness, and 
internal stress distribution, so careful designs are necessary to 
ensure that the neutral plane is well positioned to induce effective 
folding. This is especially important if any electronic components 
are embedded in the origami sheet.[166] A wide variety of response 
materials, such as shape memory alloys and hydrogels, are well-
suited for generating the required internal stress mismatch and 
some of them can be fabricated at micro- and even nanoscale. 
However, current state of the art are mostly limited to creating 
simple geometries such as polyhedrons, tubes, and curved sur-
faces. Only a few techniques have demonstrated the capability of 
producing a periodic arrangement of both mountain and valley 
folds that are essential for constructing architected materials. 
Here we provide a brief highlight of these approaches.

Bimorph and Trimorph Crease: This is a well-studied method 
to create active crease lines for self-folding. The idea is to embed 
two or three layers of different responsive materials along the 
designated crease lines, so that they can generate the desired 
internal stress mismatch in response to the external stimuli. 
A bimorph design can provide unidirectional bending, while 
the trimorph can provide bidirectional folding for both moun-
tain and valley folds. Moreover, if the stress can be relieved 
by removing the stimuli, the self-folding becomes reversible. 

Embedding a layer of shape memory alloy (SMA) into a thin 
polymer sheet is a common method to achieve self-folding at 
the millimeter scale (Figure 8d),[167] this method has shown 
superior controllability and programmability by simple elec-
tric current inputs.[162,168] Bimorph and trimorph active creases 
were also fabricated at smaller scales by applying a layer of 
molten solder on Au films,[169] lithographically patterning chro-
mium and copper layers[51] (Figure 1c), and crosslinking layers 
of passive and active polymers[163] (Figure 8e).

Differential Swelling in Monolithic Material: A layer of mono-
lithic responsive material can exhibit self-folding if the mag-
nitude of stress generation varies through its thickness. For 
example, by carefully controlling the ultraviolet exposure 
energy and direction, a photodefinable epoxy film (SU-8) can be 
made with a gradient of cross-linking, which creates a differen-
tial swelling for controlled bending and folding (Figure 8f).[164] 
Similar mechanism was also achieved in liquid crystal elas-
tomer sheet by controlling the direction of the mole cular order 
through the film thickness.[170] Achieving such differential 
swellings typically requires a very intricate control of the  
fabrication process, and the material selections are relatively 
limited. This technique has more potentials for creating soft 
origami materials capable of reversible folding.

4D Printing: An increasingly popular method of achieving 
self-folding is 4D printing, where the fourth dimension refers 
to time. By this method, 3D printing techniques forms a het-
erogeneous sheet with layers of passive and active materials 
(such as shape memory polymer[171,172] or hydrogel[165,173]), and 
desired origami shape can be achieved by applying appropriate 
stimuli after printing (Figure 8g). 4D printing is a variation 
of the bimorph and trimorph method, and the general acces-
sibility of the 3D printers makes it a promising technique for 
constructing the architected origami materials.

It is worth noting that besides using the responsive mate-
rials, many other techniques have been established to achieve 
self-folding at different length scales, such as using surface ten-
sion,[112,174] thermal expansion,[175] intrinsic residual stress in 
thin film,[176,177] and lattice mismatch.[178] Although the folding 
pattern generated by these techniques are relatively simple at 
this stage, further development will surely enrich the origami 
material fabrication especially at smaller sizes.

6. Discussion, Challenges, and Future Directions

This report details the recent progress of architected ori-
gami materials regarding their geometric design strategies, 
mechanics models, achieved properties and relevant fabrication 
techniques. The intricate geometry and kinematics of folding 
offers the possibility to achieve many desirable and even unor-
thodox material properties, such as auxetics, on-demand tun-
able stiffness, multistability, vibration and impact management. 
The developability and scalability of folding offers the pos-
sibility to fabricate origami materials at vastly different sizes 
without losing the desired properties. Moreover, development 
of origami materials is also causing the theories of origami 
mechanics to evolve, which reveals how the constitutive prop-
erties and spatial orientations of facets and creases can be 
designed for the targeted material properties. Finally, the topic 
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of origami materials is facilitating the synergy between dif-
ferent branches of origami research—including crease design, 
analytical modeling, and fabrication—which had been individu-
ally and separately evolving.

On the other hand, there are several challenges need to be 
addressed in order to enable this exciting opportunity to mature 
and flourish. The first challenge is on origami design. Currently 
the most popular strategy in designing origami materials is to 
directly use the available folding patterns, like the classic Miura-
ori, even though they were created for other purposes. This 
approach has led to interesting results so far, however, it does not 
fully leverage the vast design space in origami. Different crease 
design methods are available, like the popular “tree method,”[6] 
but they are intended for achieving a desired shape by folding 
rather than a specific material property. Therefore, an important 
next step in this field is to derive an origami crease design meth-
odology that can incorporate the mechanics of folding. This new 
methodology will combine the geometric constraints for proper 
folding, such as developability and periodicity, and the different 
mechanics model of origami. It should be able to search and 
create crease folding pattern with computational efficiency.

The second challenge is on mechanics modeling. Although 
quite a few origami mechanics model are available (as detailed 
in Section 3), none of them has the desired combination of 
high computational efficiency and analytical accuracy. The dif-
ferent types of truss-frame models are capable of qualitatively 
analyzing the mechanics of origami, however, none of them so 
far have shown any quantitative agreements with experimental 
results, which were typically obtained on universal testing 
machines. Such discrepancies can be significant when large 
facet deformations are observed like in the nonrigid-foldable 
origamis. Finite element simulation, on the other hand, is 
quite computationally expensive partly because there’s no ele-
ments specifically tailored for origami problems. Moreover, 
experimental results from the origami material prototypes 
show significant variations due to the unknown and uncertain 
parameters, this might require some identification methods to 
be incorporated into origami mechanics model.[179] Indeed, the 
lack of an accurate and computationally efficient model could 
be a critical issue for this field, so much efforts are needed to 
advance the state of the art.

The next challenge is the further study into the dynamic 
characteristic of folding. So far the vast majority of origami 
related research focuses on static or quasi-static behaviors, how-
ever, the few studies discussed in this report suggested that the 
dynamic behaviors of origami materials have strong potentials 
for many applications like low-frequency base excitation isola-
tion and wave propagation control. Understanding the dynamic 
characteristics induced by reciprocal folding is still a relatively 
open research topic.

Research on the fabrication of architected materials via ori-
gami folding faces its own unique challenges. For example, 
the ideal self-folding mechanism should be able to induce, 
orient, and pattern highly localized stresses in a variety of thin 
film materials with minimal manual interventions. It is still 
difficult to develop such self-folding schemes that can satisfy 
all of these requirements. The buckling induced folding mecha-
nism requires new design rules for mapping the desired folded 
shape onto the thin film precursors.

Challenges related to the synergy between different branches 
of origami research are still pressing. A successful development 
of origami materials for practical applications will need tighter 
integration of design, mechanics analysis, and fabrication, 
because they can impose constraints on each other. For example, 
the fabrication of origami materials, especially at smaller scale, 
requires careful considerations of the finite sheet thickness and 
fabrication uncertainties. But almost all of the currently avail-
able origami mechanics models assume zero sheet thickness 
or perfect geometry. On the other hand, many origami material 
designs are based on the strategies of stacking sheets or assem-
bling modules, however, none of the aforementioned fabrication 
techniques can achieve these outcomes, except for 3D printing. 
Gaps between the different aspects of developing architected ori-
gami materials need to be examined and bridged.

Finally, while many interesting mechanical properties have 
been achieved in the origami materials, we haven’t seen many 
concrete applications of these properties in real products. The 
current state of the art focuses on revealing the potentials of 
origami materials and its applications, however, identifying 
real-world applications in which origami materials can outper-
form other technologies is crucial for the long term sustain-
ability of this research topic.
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